We discuss certain generalization of the Hilbert space of states in noncommutaive quantum mechanics that, as we show, introduces magnetic monopoles into the theory.
I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic monopoles are a unique part of physics. Their existence is being considered for more than a century, yet they have never been observed. They appear (in theory) in various areas of physics, persistently throughout different models, always playing a slightly different role.
They premiered in the classical theory of electromagnetism. Maxwell equations in vacuum are symmetric under a transformation known as electric-magnetic duality (E, B) → (B, −E). This symmetry is violated in the presence of electric sources ρ E , but can be recovered by introducing (monopole) magnetic sources ρ M .
New phenomena appear in such a generalized theory, for example, electromagnetic fields generated by a static system of electric and magnetic monopole have a non-vanishing angular momentum.
It is often comfortable to work with electromagnetic potentials A, ϕ instead of electromagnetic fields E, B. It might seem that magnetic potentials cannot describe magnetic monopoles, since div rot A = 0 seems to follow directly (as ∂ [i ∂ j] A k = 0), resulting in the absence of magnetic monopoles. This, however, holds only for nonsingular potentials A (for which the order of derivatives can be exchanged) and, therefore, monopoles could be described by singular potentials, see e.g. 1, 2 . The following potentials A = g 4πr r × n r − r.n or A = − g 4πr r × n r + r.n
(where n is a unit constant vector) result into Coulomb(-like) magnetic field
In the quantum theory the description of Yang 3 is preferred. In this framework, one describes monopoles with sections (avoiding the singularity) related by a gauge condition in the overlapping regions. A consistent quantum theory requires the electric and the magnetic charge to satisfy the Dirac quantization condition (in convenient units)
This condition has an appealing physical consequence -the electric charge has to be quantized, as is observed in nature.
The appearance of magnetic monopoles in quantum field theory is (again) slightly different, they appear as topological solutions, in contrast to ordinary particles appearing as quantum excitations.
As was shown by Polyakov and 't Hooft, monopoles are a general consequence of grand unification theories (GUT), appearing when a higher symmetry brakes down into a product containing U (1), 4, 5 .
Mass of the monopoles is, therefore, expected to be on the GUT breaking scale. Monopoles also appear in cosmology, existing as topological defects between domains of different vacua. Cosmology also offers an explanation why we have not observed any magnetic monopoles yet, the process of inflation diluted them remarkably.
For the purpose of this paper is the quantum mechanical (QM) description the most convenient one. Let us quote the results of Zwanziger 1 , in the presence of monopole states is the usual Heisenberg algebra modified as
where µ = eg and the Dirac quantization condition dictates µ ∈ Z/2.
In the same paper, a dynamical problem with the Coulomb potential was analyzed. The
Coulomb problem in ordinary QM can be solved algebraically, as was first proposed by Pauli, generalizing the classical notion of the Laplace-Runge-Lenz vector A i , a . Components of this vector, together with the components of the angular momentum operator form a representation of either the so(1, 3) or the so(4) algebra, depending on the sign of the energy of the system. The algebra closes only on energy eigenstatesĤψ = Eψ
These relations are indifferent to the presence of monopole states, however, the Casimir operators, which determine the energy spectrum, are notÂ
a Not to be confused with the electromagnetic potential.
where q is the electric charge from the Coulomb potential.
Below we shall investigate magnetic monopoles in the framework of noncommutative quantum mechanic (NC QM), which is a particular application of the ideas of noncommutative geometry to QM, 6, 7 . NC QM differs from ordinary QM by having a nonvanishing commutator of the coordinate operators. This results in the impossibility of exact position measurements, which can be motivated by (thought experiments in) quantum theory of gravity, 8 . NC theories are closely related to different candidates for such a theory, the string/M-theory being a prominent example, 9 .
NC QM models that do not possess rotational invariance have been investigated in 10 , 11 , however, our problem requires full 3D rotational symmetry. Such a model was proposed in 12 , the construction used here has been developed in [13] [14] [15] [16] . Using the auxiliary bosonic operators approach, the exact solution of NC Coulomb problem was found, both dynamically and algebraically. In this paper, we utilize the same approach, but consider a generalized class of physical states to describe magnetic monopoles.
This paper is organized as follows. First, we construct NC QM using auxiliary bosonic operators.
In subsection A we analyze general kinematical structures, in subsection B a dynamical one (with the Coulomb potential). In subsection C we briefly present how can the results be reproduced in the context of ordinary QM. Conclusions are followed by the Appendix containing all lengthy and technical calculations.
II. NONCOMMUTATIVE QUANTUM MECHANICS
The first thing to do is to decide on the RHS of the noncommutativity relation, from which the restriction on position measurements follows. We study a rotationally invariant model described
where ε ijk is the Levi-Civita symbol and λ is a constant describing the NC length scale. It is not fixed, but as an artifact of quantum gravity it could be expected to be approximately the Planck length. Resulting NC space corresponds to an infinite sequence of fuzzy spheres.
Let us consider two set of auxiliary bosonic creation and annihilation (c/a) operators satisfying
with α, β = 1, 2, which act in a Fock space F spanned on normalized vectors
The NC coordinates satisfying (7) are constructed using the c/a operators as
where σ i are the Pauli matrices. Using the number operator N = a + α a α we can define the radial coordinate operator as
It can be easily checked that r 2 = x 2 + λ 2 , which differs from the ordinary result but reproduces it in the λ → 0 limit. We refer to such as 'the commutative limit', since in it (7) becomes
as in ordinary QM. In this limit should the results either reproduce the ordinary ones or vanish.
We define the Hilbert space H κ as a completion of the linear space of operators in the auxiliary Fock space spanned by analytic functions Ψ κ (a + , a) satisfying relation
that possesses finite norm
wherer acts asrψ κ = 1 2 (rψ κ + ψ κ r) and has been added to reproduce the ordinary integration d 3 x in the commutative limit b Because NC coordinates (10) contain equal number of creation and annihilation operators, for any state of the form Ψ 0 (x) is κ = 0. In this paper we consider a generalized class of states with κ = 0. If κ < 0 there is |κ| more annihilation than creation operators #a − #a + = −κ = |κ|, if κ > 0 it is vice versa #a + − #a = κ.
A. Kinematic structures
We shall now define important physical operators on H κ . To distinguish them from the ones on the auxiliary space F, we denote them with a hat. We are using a lower index to distinguish between left and right multiplication
b This can be checked by computing the volume of a ball with radius R ≫ λ.
The operatorsX i,L andX i,R carry the so L (3) and the so R (3) Lie algebra representation respectively.
Coordinate operators on H κ are defined as symmetrical combinationŝ
while the angular momentum operator satisfying [L i ,L j ] = ε ijkLk is an antisymmetrical onê
Note that the angular momentum operator acts on
Even thought for generalized statesr L =r R =r, they are closely related for each
Asr commutes with the generatorsX i,L andX i,R , the so L (3) and the so R (3) Casimir operators can be expressed in terms ofr and κ aŝ
For states ψ 0 (x) with κ = 0 it holds thatr L =r R andr =r L can be chosen for simplicity, as was done in the aforementioned references. We can use their definitions and results, sharing the same line of reasoning, but have to replacer L →r and check for possible consequences and modifications.
The functions ψ κ with fixed κ are mappings F n → F n+κ , they form a representational space for an irreducible SO(4) representation in which it holds thatr = λ (n + 1) + λκ 2 . The Casimir operators are dĉ
c This follows from the fact that the right multiplication changes the order in commutator, generating an extra minus sign and thatL k ∝X k,L −X k,R .
d Note that by eliminatingr they can be combined into a single equation
Two of the most important physical operators, namely the free Hamiltonian and the velocity operators are defined asĤ
To begin revealing the overall structure let us first combineX i andL i together aŝ
where indices go over as i, j, k, ... = 1, 2, 3 and a, b, c, .
The central point of ordinary QM is the Heisenberg uncertainty relation, the commutator of
In 15 it has been shown that this relation obtains a λ-correction already for ψ 0 states and as it turns out, this correction is of the same for ψ κ states as well
. Note thatV a transforms as an SO(4) vector.
Another interesting result of 15 is that even though the coordinates do not commute, the velocities do. This, however, fails to be true for κ = 0 states, instead it holds
with the magnetic field strength given aŝ
This can be generalized into an SO(4) structure by noting that
For its square it holds that 1 2F
In the aforementioned reference it was noted that the eigenvalues ofV 2 a lay on a S 3 sphere with a radius of λ −1 . This structure is modified for κ = 0 states as well
In the classical theory such a (κ dependent) term arises due to the effective potential of the angular momentum of the fields. Note the similar terms appearing on the RHS of (28, 29) and the equations for Casimir operators (20), they allow us to express the squares aŝ
We can combine these equations to obtain a single one, generalizing the important κ = 0 result
B. Dynamical structure
Before drawing any conclusion let us take a look at a certain dynamical structure. It is convenient to choose the Coulomb potential U = q r , q = e 2 , there are two reasons for it. First, the Coulomb problem can be solved algebraically (as was found by Pauli) and second, it has already been analyzed in the framework of NC QM (for κ = 0 states) 13, 14, 16 .
The time independent Schrödinger equation with the Coulomb potential for generalized κ states isĤ
The following vector is called the Laplace-Runge-Lenz (LRL) vector e and is conserved in the presence of such a potentialÂ
The same is true for the angular momentum operator. We can express it as
Commutators of the angular momentum and the LRL vector are
e Even thought it was in fact first discovered by Jakob Hermann and Johann Bernoulli.
Restricting to energy eigenstates we can takeĤ = E and obtain either the so(3, 1) or the so(4)
Lie algebra, depending on the sign of E 1 − λ 2 E . Following from the group theory we know that their Casimir operators are allowed to take discrete values only, from which the discreteness of the spectrum follows. For generalized κ states the Casimir operators arê
Again, we observe a κ correction.
C. Ordinary space
It has been noted earlier that the results can be reproduced in ordinary QM. The starting point is to realize that the isometry group of three-dimensional Euclidean space is locally isomorphic to that of complex C 2 plane. Two complex coordinates z 1 , z 2 of C 2 can be mapped into three real R 3 coordinates by (a Hopf fibration) x i =zσ i z. This relation can be understood using Cayley-Klein
which are by x i =zσ i z transformed into spherical coordinates of R 3 , the angle γ is lost in translation.
C 2 is naturally equipped with a Poisson structure
The (free) Hamiltoanian iŝ
where r =z α z α . Using this we can define the velocity operator aŝ
the coordinate operator acting only as a left multiplication now.
Quantization of C n can be carried out by replacingz α , z α → √ λa + α , √ λa α and derivatives with commutators. Note that our model of NC QM can be reconstructed this way, for example the Hopf relation x i =zσ i z becomes (10).
If we restrict the algebra of functions to C 2 on only those of the form ψ 0 (x), the Hamiltonian (39) and velocity operator (40) are acting as in ordinary QM
as follows from the chain rule for derivatives. This way we can formulate ordinary QM on C 2 instead of R 3 .
We can also consider a generalized class of states
with the sum κ ′ going over all κ 1 , κ 2 such that κ 1 + κ 2 = −κ. f This alters the action of (40) aŝ
The gauge potential A j satisfies (compare it with the last term in (29))
The commutative limit of the results derived in NC QM can be obtained by considering states (42), for example
We are now ready to draw conclusions about our results and their relation to magnetic monopoles.
III. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Let us recall the kinematic structure of ordinary QM in the presence of monopole states as was derived in 1 (on the left) and compare it with the kinematic structure of NC QM with generalized κ = 0 states (equations (17), (24), (25) on the right)
= −κ could be used, but our choice simplifies the calculations and proves the same point.
[
The relations between the angular momentum operators and the LRL vector are the same (in the λ → 0 limit), as one can check comparing (5) 
The results are the same (in the commutative limit) if we set µ = − κ 2 . We need to check if such identification is possible, since µ has to obey the Dirac quantization condition µ ∈ Z/2. Recall that κ counts the difference in the number of creation and annihilation operators and therefore κ/2 ∈ Z/2 as well. The identification is perfect and offers a different viewpoint on the Dirac condition. Therefore ψ κ are to be interpreted as monopole states in NC QM.
If we set λ = 0, but keep κ = 0 we obtain ordinary QM with magnetic monopoles. By setting κ = 0, λ = 0 we obtain NC QM without monopoles. Finally by setting κ = λ = 0 ordinary QM (without monopoles) is recovered.
It shall be reminded that for a system of two dyons g are the parameters q, µ defined (in convenient units) as
Therefore, the considered case describes for example an electron orbiting a nucleus with a magnetic monopole in it or an electrically charged magnetic monopole.
From (42), it can be understood how do the generalized states describe monopoles. In C 2 there are 4 coordinates, but for wavefunctions of the form ψ 0 (x) one of them, with a topology of S 1 , vanishes. However, for ψ κ states it persists as a factor e − i 2 κγ winding around
g Dyon is a particle with both the electric e and the magnetic charge g.
...
Note that |ψ κ | 2 = ψ † κ ψ κ always contains equal number of creation and annihilation operators (orz and z).
IV. APPENDIX
Strategy is the same for most of the calculations. If we want to prove an equation we express its LHS in terms of c/a operators, shuffle them using (8) and recombine them to obtain the RHS. This procedure is often rather straightforward, but sometimes involves a tricky step or two. Writing down everything would be overwhelming (not to mention unnecessary), therefore we gather only the crucial steps here.
As was mentioned, the important novelty for generalized κ = 0 states is that the left and the right multiplication by r are unequal
One needs to go through the same calculations as in 15, 16 , identify where the assumptionr L =r R was used and track down the corrections using (50).
It is very useful to use auxiliary operatorŝ
and their quadratic combinationŝ
Most of the physical operators can be expressed using those either after contracting the indices α, β together (Â αα =Â) or with those of Pauli matrices (Â αβ σ i αβ =Â i ).
This calculation is almost a carbon copy of the one for κ = 0 states in 16 
which is equal to
Square of the velocity operator and the (free) Hamiltonian
For this calculation, it is convenient to express the velocity operator using (52) (pairs of terms with contracted indices are put into parenthesis as a + α a α = (a + a))
h This is the reason behind the peculiar names of the auxiliary operators, they are closely related to objects that have already been defined.
To identify the (ab) terms we first takê
and square it to
Comparing these two expressions we obtain
or equivalentlyV
where a = 1, ..., 4 (recall thatV 4 = 1 λ − λĤ 0 ).
The Coulomb problem
Derivation of the Coulomb system spectrum in an algebraic way (developed by Pauli) is done in detail in 16 . There, it was first shown that the Laplace-Runge-Lenz (LRL) vector defined aŝ 
Perhaps rather surprisingly this is not affected by considering κ = 0 states at all. The only differences appear for the Casimir operators, which are used to derive the energy spectrum. The first Casimir operator follows easily from
The κ = 0 correction is apparent. Derivation of the second Casimir operator is considerably more complicated, the RHS of the following equation is a constant and we need to identify its valuê
Expressing the terms on the RHS we obtain (after a number of auxiliary calculations)
= η 2X 2 − η{X i ,ζ i } +ζ 2 + 2 λ 2 r LrR −X L,iXR,i + λ
